ABSTRACT >> The precise analysis of soil-pile-structure interaction requires a proper description of soil layer, pile, and structure. In commonly used finite element simulations, mesh boundaries should match the material discontinuity line. However, in practice, the geometry of soil profiles and piles may be so complex that mesh alignment becomes a wasteful and difficult task. To overcome these difficulties, a different integration method is adopted in this paper, which enables easy integration over a regular element with material discontinuity regardless of the location of the discontinuity line. By applying this integration method, the mesh can be generated rapidly and in a highly structured manner, leading to a very regular stiffness matrix. The influence of the shape of the soil profile and piles on the response is examined, and the validity of the proposed soil-pile structure interaction analysis method is demonstrated through several examples. It is seen that the proposed analysis method can be easily used on soil-pile-structure interaction problems with complex interfaces between materials to produce reliable results regardless of the material discontinuity line.
Introduction
Many construction sites may have soft soil layers with different material properties. When a structure is built on such a soft soil site, the geometry and property of the supporting soil exert larger influence on structural behavior. This effect is caused by the flexibility of the supporting soil and soil-structure interaction. One of frequently used method to decrease the influence of soil-structure interaction is the installation of piles under the foundation of a structure. However, if the structure is massive, this method may cause soil-pile-structure interaction and the soil-pile-structure interaction may become an important consideration in the seismic design of structures. Generally one finite element can be endowed only with one material property. This makes it difficult to generate proper meshes when the interface between materials is complicated. Furthermore, it is likely that the finite element may be distorted and may lose its convexity, which leads to ill-conditioned stiffness matrix.
This paper adopts a numerical integration method, which can rapidly calculate the stiffness of a finite element with material discontinuity. (8) Application of the mentioned integration method to three dimensional soil-pile-structure interaction analysis can produce more accurate results on the dynamic behavior of soil-pile-structure systems. This method also offers advantages such as the rapid mesh generation of three-dimensional soil-pile-structure systems with complicate interfaces and the elimination of element distortion.
Analysis method of soil-pile-structure interaction
The proposed analysis method consists of a scheme for the numerical integration of a discontinuous function and an analysis method of a soil-structure interaction system.
Numerical integration scheme of a discontinuous function
In case of ordinary finite element analysis for a structure with various materials, the interface between materials is used as an element boundary to avoid material discontinuity in an element, which leads to an ordinary stiffness matrix. However, the modeling gets more difficult and the shape of the element is distorted resulting in an ill-conditioned stiffness matrix when the interface between materials is complicated. (9) To overcome these shortcomings, this study adopts a different numerical integration method which can calculate more accurately the stiffness and mass matrices of an element with material discontinuity. 
where  is the local coordinate,    is the unit step function, and ∥∥ is the jump operator which calculates the difference between left and right limit values of  on the point of discontinuity.
The integration of the discontinuous function  over a region leads to equation (2) . 
Application of the one-dimensional Gauss quadrature rule to the above equation results in the error bounds of the above integration. 
where N is the number of Gauss quadrature points, w i is the weight of the i-th Gauss quadrature point, and   is the location of the i-th Gauss quadrature point.
Therefore, the error range of the Gauss quadrature integration on a discontinuous function is decided by the largest quadrature weight w i , which leads to the following equation. 
Analysis method of a soil-structure interaction
When a structure is constructed on soft soil, the flexibility of the supporting soil and the soil-structure interaction exert larger influence on its behavior.
Therefore, precise models of the structure and soil are essential to estimate the soil-structure interaction properly. Methods for soil-structure interaction analysis are mainly classified as direct method and substructure method according to the way to include the soil in their analyses. (11) This paper adopts a direct method (12) , (13) , which is widely used because of its simplicity and accuracy. The structure is simplified to show its overall response characteristics and the soil and pile are modeled by structured non-uniform mesh as shown in Fig. 5 to perform soil-pile-structure interaction analysis.
The treatment of seismic input and boundary conditions is also very important because it affects significantly the response of the supporting soil media and the structure.
The lateral and base boundary conditions for the soil (14) On each node at the boundary, the tangential dashpot absorbs the energy of the shear wave and the normal dashpot absorbs the energy of the P-wave, as expressed by the following relations. 3. Dynamic analysis of soil-pile-structure system with complicated interfaces
By the proposed method, three-dimensional soil-pilestructure systems are analyzed considering complicated interfaces between materials. The influence of soil profile and piles on the response is examined.
Structure and soil profile
In this paper, the soil-pile-structure interaction analysis was conducted on 7-story structures built on soft soil.
The structure was modeled as illustrated in Fig. 5 with the properties summarized in Table 2 . Floor B1 is located below the ground surface. The damping ratio of the structure model is assumed to be 0.03. mesh. This numerical experiment simply extends the validity of soil modeling in the paper (10) to the case of general complex geometry of soil and piles such that piles are considered to be part of soil with different material property.
The artificial earthquake ground motion used as input acceleration at the bedrock has been generated based on the response spectrum prescribed in the Korean Highway Bridge Design Specifications (15) (Fig. 7 ). According to a reference (16) , the PGA of this input is about 0.22g. <Fig. 8> free field motion with structured mesh(discontinuity) and unstructured mesh
Verification
To validate the proposed method, analyses of free field motion for soil profile case mm were performed.
One model is divided by a structured mesh with discontinuity within an element and the other is divided along the surface of material discontinuity. Fig. 8 presents response spectra on the ground surface for both cases, which are in good agreement and proves the validity of this method on the soil-structure interaction problem. Therefore, without loss of generality we can extend this method to the case of more than two material properties within one element.
Analysis results
The proposed method has been applied to calculate the responses at the ground surface with and without piles for the considered 5 different soil profiles. The acceleration responses at the ground surface for each of the soil profiles in the absence of pile are plotted in Fig. 9 , of which the maximum values are compared in Table 4 .
Results reveal that responses differ for each type of soil profile. In the spectral acceleration responses, case mm has the largest values at 3.17Hz and 8.07Hz respectively, and case pp has the smallest values for both cases. The maximum accelerations in time domain show that the peak ground acceleration of case mm is the largest and that of the case pp is the smallest, which difference amounts to 23% ( Table 5 ).
The spectral acceleration responses at the ground surface for model with piles are plotted in Fig. 10 , and the peak values of spectral accelerations are listed in Table 9 .
In this example, although the variation of the structural response is small, more significant difference in the structural response may be expected if the amplified frequency range of the soil coincides with frequency of the structure.
We compared above results with the pile case. Fig. 12 , Table 10 and 11 presents maximum acceleration at the top of the structure with piles. The shape itself is similar to the case without piles. However, the magnitude decreases are about 15%(case pp) ~ 23%(case mm).
Conclusion
Responses of structures built on soft soils are sensitive to the soil profile and the type of foundation due to soil-structure interaction. Considering the existence of the piles, the response can be more complex and hard to predict accurately without precise calculation. Therefore, the effect of the soil profile and the type of foundation on the structural response should be considered properly in the analysis. However, such consideration is hard to be done due to the limitations of ordinary finite element method in which an element can be endowed only with one material property.
To overcome these difficulties, this paper presented a three-dimensional soil-pile-structure interaction analysis method, which adopts a different numerical integration method that can calculate the stiffness and mass matrices of a finite element with material discontinuity rapidly and precisely. Applying this method to three-dimensional soil-pile-structure interaction analysis, the dynamic behavior of structures built on soft soil sites with piles were analyzed considering complicated interfaces between materials.
Contrary to the ordinary method of mesh arrangement, the proposed method can be easily applied to complex geometries of soil, pile and structure with nonuniform structured mesh, which is very useful because it does not need a fancy mesh generator to catch the surface of material discontinuities in three-dimensional problems. Overall, performance of the proposed analysis shows that it can handle complicated interfaces between materials efficiently.
Analysis results show that dynamic responses of soil-pile-structure system are sensitive to the profile of supporting soil and the existence of piles. The shape variation of the soil layers affects the peak acceleration and the frequency contents of the acceleration for both ground and structure. Piles with enough stiffness decreased the dynamic response in the amount of 20%.
The decrease was more dramatic in the low frequency range, which is reasonable because the stiffness of the pile affects soil more directly when the pile is stationary.
